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AbstratThe 0/1 primal separation problem is: Given an extreme point �x of a 0/1 polytope P and somepoint x�, �nd an inequality whih is tight at �x, violated by x� and valid for P or assert that nosuh inequality exists. It is known that this separation variant an be redued to the standardseparation problem for P .We show that 0/1 optimization and 0/1 primal separation are polynomial time equivalent. Thisimplies that the problems 0/1 optimization, 0/1 standard separation, 0/1 augmentation, and0/1 primal separation are polynomial time equivalent.Then we provide polynomial time primal separation proedures for mathing, stable set, max-imum ut, and maximum bipartite graph problems, giving evidene that these algorithms areoneptually simpler and easier to implement than their orresponding ounterparts for standardseparation. In partiular, for perfet mathing we present an algorithm for primal separationthat rests only on simple max-�ow omputations. Consequently, we obtain a very simple proofthat a maximum weight perfet mathing of a graph an be omputed in polynomial time. Inontrast, the known standard separation method involves Padberg and Rao's minimum odd utalgorithm, whih itself is based on the onstrution of a Gomory-Hu tree.





3.1. IntrodutionThe polynomial time equivalene of separation and optimization (Grötshel, Lovász & Shrij-ver 1981, Padberg & Rao 1981, Karp & Papadimitriou 1980) provides a powerful tool to provethat ertain ombinatorial optimization problems an be solved in polynomial time, suh as�nding shortest paths, submodular funtion minimization or omputing maximal stable sets inperfet graphs among many others.Perhaps one of the most stunning appliations of this equivalene is the proof of Padberg &Rao (1982) that maximum weight mathings an be omputed in polynomial time. Padbergand Rao used the inequality desription of the onvex hull of harateristi vetors of perfetmathings (Edmonds 1965a) and the equivalene of separation and optimization to redue themaximum weighted perfet mathing problem to the problem of �nding a minimal odd ut ofa graph. Their separation algorithm is muh simpler than Edmonds's (1965b) blossom shrinkalgorithm, whih solves the maximum weighted mathing problem diretly.In this paper we onsider the following variant of the separation problem, alled primal sepa-ration. Here, given an extreme point �x of an integral polyhedron P and some point x�, one hasto ompute an inequality aTx � �, whih is valid for P , tight at �x (i.e., aT �x = �) and not validfor x� or assert that no suh inequality exists. An inequality aTx � � meeting these onditionsis alled a primal utting plane. If one does not require tightness aT �x = � of the valid inequality,we speak about the standard separation problem and a standard utting plane. Notie that ifx� is not in P , then there is always a standard utting plane separating x� from P whereas thisdoes not hold in the primal ase, see Figure 1.Primal separation appeared �rst in the ontext of an integer programming algorithm basedon simplex-like pivoting (Young 1968). By linear programming duality, primal separation is themethod of hoie to prove optimality of an integer point �x. Padberg & Hong (1980) investigatedthe potential of this observation to prove optimality of traveling salesman tours. In ontrast toYoung (1968), they used inequalities de�ning faets of the traveling salesman polytope as primalutting planes.Padberg and Hong's approah for the traveling salesman problem, like many algorithms forpolynomially solvable ombinatorial problems, is of primal �avor. It starts from an integralfeasible solution and then either proves that suh a solution is optimal, or provides a urrentlinear programming relaxation to the problem with enough inequalities, generated by separation,to perform a pivot that produes a better integral feasible solution. The use of separation in this�primal� environment, where all the generated inequalities must satisfy the urrent solution atequality, motivates the term �primal separation� that has been used in the above de�nition andis now ommonly used terminology.If we exlude very few exeptions (see, e.g., De Simone & Rinaldi (1994)), the primal approahof Padberg and Hong had a very limited follow-up. Indeed, all the polyhedral-based uttingplane algorithms for NP-hard integer programming or ombinatorial optimization problems arebased on a dual approah: a sequene of infeasible solutions is generated; eah of them is theoptimum of the urrent linear programming relaxation of the problem. Eah solution of thesequene is in turn separated from the integral feasible solutions by an inequality produed bystandard separation. Optimality is reahed as soon as the optimum of the urrent relaxation isintegral.Reently, the primal approah and primal utting planes are reonsidered again, also dueto their lose onnetion to augmentation algorithms, see (Firla, Spille & Weismantel 1999).Lethford & Lodi (2001a) use modern integer programming tehniques to improve Young's (1968)
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Figure 1: A primal utting plane of �x separating x� from P . Notie that y� annot be separatedfrom P by a primal utting plane of �x.algorithm. Strikingly, Lethford & Lodi (2001b) present a polynomial time algorithm for theprimal separation of Chvátal omb inequalities for the traveling salesman problem. Up to now,a polynomial time algorithm for the orresponding standard separation problem is not known.Primal separation an be redued to standard separation (Padberg & Grötshel 1985). Animportant question is thus whether polynomial time equivalene of the two problems holds.The solutions to ombinatorial optimization problems are often subsets of a given groundset. These solutions an thus be desribed by their harateristi vetors � 2 f0; 1gn. Witha ombinatorial optimization problem of this type, one an assoiate the 0/1 polytope, whihis the onvex hull of the harateristi vetors of the solutions. In light of the above question,0/1 polytopes are of partiular importane.We prove the following result.Theorem 1.1. 0/1 primal separation and 0/1 optimization are polynomial time equivalent.As a byprodut, we have that the lassial problems: 0/1 optimization, 0/1 augmentation,0/1 separation and the problem 0/1 primal separation are all polynomial time equivalent.In the seond part of our paper we onsider primal separation for lasses of valid inequalities ofseveral ombinatorial optimization problems, whose standard version is known to be polynomial.In partiular we onsider inequalities for mathing, stable set, maximum ut, and maximum bi-partite subgraph polytopes. Although we do not provide ases where the asymptoti omplexitiesof primal and standard separation di�er, we give evidene that in all these ases primal separa-tion is oneptually simpler and easier to implement as opposed to the orresponding standardseparation. For example, we show that primal separation problem for the perfet b-mathingpolytope is easier than the orresponding standard separation variant. More preisely, our pri-mal separation algorithm does not require an expliit minimum odd ut algorithm as it is thease for the standard separation algorithm of Padberg & Rao (1982). Together with the aboveequivalene, this yields an even simpler proof that maximum weight perfet mathings and othervariants of maximum mathing an be omputed in polynomial time.



5.2. Preliminaries and notationA rational polyhedron P � Rn is a set of points satisfying a �nite system of inequalities Ax � b,where A 2 Rm�n and b 2 Rm have rational omponents. If P is bounded, then P is alled arational polytope. A point x 2 P is alled an extreme point, if it is not a onvex ombination oftwo distint points of P , i.e., if x = �y + �z with �; � > 0, �+ � = 1 and y; z 2 P implies thaty = z = x. A 0/1 polytope is a rational polytope P whose extreme points have 0/1 omponents.In the ontext of a 0/1 polytope P , the variable n denotes the dimension suh that P � Rnholds. For more on 0/1 polytopes see, e.g., (Ziegler 2000).An inequality aTx � � is valid for a polyhedron P , if P � fx j aTx � �g. An inequalityaTx � � is tight or ative at a given point �x 2 P , if it is valid for P and aT �x = �.A graph G = (V;E) onsists of a �nite set V of verties and of a set E of 2-element subsets ofthe verties, alled edges, i.e., E � ffu; vg j u; v 2 V; u 6= vg. An edge fu; vg is also denoted bye. The nodes u and v are alled its end nodes. For U � V , the ut Æ(U) is the set of edges e 2 Ewith je\U j = 1. Let s and t be nodes of G. An (s; t)-ut of G is a ut Æ(U) with jU \fs; tgj = 1.A graph G = (V;E) is bipartite, if there exists a ut Æ(U) of G with E = Æ(U).In this paper we onsider families of 0/1 polytopes P. Notie that we do not speify howthe members P 2P of the family are enoded. For example, P ould be the family of perfetmathing polytopes PG, where G = (V;E) is an undireted graph and PG is the onvex hull of theharateristi vetors of perfet mathings of G. Another family P ould be the 0/1 polytopesP� assoiated with propositional formulas �. A polytope P� is then the onvex hull of the truthassignments of �.Sine the faet and vertex omplexity (Shrijver 1986, p. 121) of a 0/1 polytope P � Rnis polynomial in n, it follows from the fundamental result of Frank & Tardos (1987) that the0/1 optimization problem for a family P is strongly polynomial if and only if it is polynomial.Clearly, this also holds for 0/1 separation. Therefore, every statement in the following setionsinvolving the term �polynomial time equivalent� an as well be rephrased as �strongly polynomialtime equivalent�.3. Optimization, separation, and augmentationWe now introdue four problems whih are all onneted to optimizing a linear funtion over a0/1 polytope. We review lassial equivalene and impliation results onerning these problems.In this setion it will beome lear that the establishment of one more impliation settles theequivalene of the four problems. For the rest of the paper, letP denote a family of 0/1 polytopesand let P 2P.First we de�ne the 0/1 optimization problem. It is NP-hard to �nd an initial 0/1 point for P .However, the nature of the primal algorithms onsidered here, requires that we provide an initialsolution. 0/1 Optimization (0/1-opt)Given a 0/1 point �x 2 P and a vetor  2 Zn, �nd a 0/1 pointex 2 P whih maximizes Tx.We now formulate a variant of the standard separation problem for 0/1 polytopes. Again, weprovide an initial solution as a parameter.



6. 0/1 Separation (0/1-sep)Given a 0/1 point �x 2 P and a point x� 2 Rn , �nd a validinequality of P whih separates x� from P or assert that nosuh inequality exists.The equivalene of the problems 0/1-sep and 0/1-opt follows from the more general resultof Grötshel et al. (1981), Padberg & Rao (1981) and Karp & Papadimitriou (1980).Theorem 3.1. The problems 0/1-sep and 0/1-opt are polynomial time equivalent.Many algorithms in ombinatorial optimization, suh as Ford and Fulkerson's algorithm formaximum �ow, Edmonds's algorithm for maximum mathing or the greedy algorithm, are primalalgorithms whih rely on augmentation. Here one has a feasible integral point �x and has to �ndan augmenting solution ex, i.e., one with better objetive value, or assert that �x is optimal.0/1 Augmentation (0/1-aug)Given a 0/1 point �x 2 P and a vetor  2 Zn, �nd a 0/1 pointex 2 P with T ex > T �x or assert that �x maximizes Tx; x 2P .Shulz, Weismantel & Ziegler (1995) and Grötshel & Lovász (1995) have shown that 0/1 aug-mentation and 0/1 optimization are polynomial time equivalent.Theorem 3.2. The problems 0/1-opt and 0/1-aug are polynomial time equivalent.We �nally desribe the 0/1 primal separation problem.0/1 Primal Separation (0/1-psep)Given a 0/1 point �x 2 P and a point x� 2 Rn , �nd a validinequality of P whih is tight at �x and not valid for x� orassert that no suh inequality exists.The impliation given in the following theorem an be found as an exerise in (Padberg &Grötshel 1985).Theorem 3.3. If 0/1-sep an be solved in polynomial time, then 0/1-psep an be solved inpolynomial time.The missing impliation whih settles the polynomial time equivalene of the above problems isthat 0/1-psep implies 0/1-aug, see Figure 2. There is an arrow from one problem A to anotherproblem B, if B an be solved by a polynomial number of alls to an algorithm solving A andsome extra polynomial time omputation. The dashed impliation is proved in the next setion.
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0/1-aug (Grötshel, Lovász & Shrijver 1981)(Karp & Papadimitriou 1980)(Padberg & Rao 1981)(Shulz, Weismantel & Ziegler 1995)(Grötshel & Lovász 1995)
(Padberg & Grötshel 1985)Figure 2: The impliation diagram4. Reduing augmentation to primal separationFirst we prove that the existene of a polynomial time algorithm for primal separation impliesthe existene of a polynomial time algorithm whih allows us to test whether the 0/1 solution�x is optimal in a fae of the n-dimensional 0/1 ube interseted with P . Then we present analgorithm whih, based on suh an optimality test, onstruts an augmenting solution ex.Let �x 2 P \ f0; 1gn and J � f1; : : : ; ng. The polytope F �xJ (P ) is the fae of P obtained by�xing the variables xj ; j 2 J to the orresponding value of �x, i.e.,F �xJ (P ) = P \ fx 2 Rn j xj = �xj ; j 2 Jg:We onsider the deision problem where one has to �nd out whether �x is optimal in the0/1 polytope F �xJ (P ) for some index set J � f1; : : : ; ng.Test Faial Optimality (0/1-testopt )Given a 0/1 point �x 2 P \ f0; 1gn, a vetor  2 Zn and anindex set J � f1; : : : ; ng, determine whether �x maximizesTx over the fae F �xJ (P ).The next lemma states that a 0/1-psep algorithm an be used to test faial optimality.Lemma 4.1. If 0/1-psep an be solved in polynomial time, then 0/1-testopt an be solved inpolynomial time.Proof: Let T be the polyhedron de�ned by the onstraints of F �xJ (P ) whih are tight at �x. Byomplementary slakness, �x maximizes Tx over F �xJ (P ) if and only if �x optimizes Tx over T .Notie that a 0/1-psep algorithm for �x and P is a standard separation algorithm for T . Thusthe lemma follows by the equivalene of standard separation and optimization. 2Lemma 4.2. Given a 0=1-point �x 2 P , and a vetor  2 Zn, 0/1-aug an be solved by n + 1alls a 0/1-testopt algorithm.Proof: We iteratively onstrut an augmenting 0=1 solution ex of �x. After the i-th step, we willhave onstruted the �rst i omponents ex1; : : : ; exi of ex and a subset J i � f1; : : : ; ig suh thatthe following invariant holds.



8. There exists an augmenting 0/1 solution ex of �x whose �rst i omponents are ex1; : : : ; exiand all 0=1 augmenting solutions of �x whose �rst i omponents agree with ex residein the fae F �xJi(P ).We begin with a �rst all to a 0/1-testopt algorithm to �nd out whether �x is optimal. Ifthe answer is yes, then there exists no augmenting solution. Otherwise, the invariant is satis�edfor i = 0 and J = ;.After step i we proeed as follows. With a all to a 0/1-testopt algorithm we �nd out whether�x is optimal in the fae F �xJi[fi+1g(P ). If the answer is yes, then eah augmenting 0=1 solutionin the fae F �xJi(P ) has the �rst i+ 1 omponents ex1; : : : ; exi; 1 � �xi+1. By setting J i+1 = J i weensure the invariant for i+ 1.If the answer is no, then there exists an augmenting 0=1 solution in F �xJi[fi+1g(P ) and eahaugmenting solution in F �xJi[fi+1g(P ) has �rst i + 1-st omponents ex1; : : : ; exi; �xi+1. By settingJ i+1 = J i [ fi+ 1g the invariant also holds in this ase. 2The next theorem is the missing impliation from Setion 3.Theorem 4.3. If 0/1-psep an be solved in polynomial time, then 0/1-aug an be solved inpolynomial time.Proof: Lemma 4.2 implies that in order to solve the augmentation problem, one needs onlyn+1 queries to a 0/1-testopt algorithm. The 0/1-testopt problem in turn an be solved inpolynomial time by Lemma 4.1. 2We an now onlude that all of the problems de�ned in Setion 3 are polynomial time equiv-alent.Theorem 4.4. The problems 0/1-opt, 0/1-sep, 0/1-aug, and 0/1-psep are polynomial timeequivalent.5. Primal separation for mathing problemsLet G = (V;E) be a graph and a; b 2 ZV+ be two vetors indexed by the nodes of G. A generalsimple mathing of G is a subset M of the edge set E satisfying the following ondition:au � jM \ Æ(u)j � bu for all u 2 V: (1)If we are given a vetor of edge weights  2 ZE, then the general simple mathing problem is to�nd a general simple mathing of G with maximum total weight Pe2M e.There are several speial versions of a general simple mathing. When a is the zero vetor,we all M a simple b-mathing ; when a = b we all M a perfet simple b-mathing. In aseb is a vetor of all 1's, we use the terminology simple mathing and perfet simple mathingrespetively. Observe that in order to have a nonempty set of perfet (b-)mathings of G, thesum Pu2V bu must be even�.�Sometimes in the literature, as well as in the introdution of this paper, the name �mathing problem� refersto the speial ase when  is a vetor of 1's, while what we all �mathing problem� is denoted by �weightedmathing problem�.



9.With a general simple mathing M we assoiate a harateristi vetor �M 2 RE , whoseomponent �Me is equal to 1 if e 2M and 0 otherwise.An integral vetor x 2 RE satis�es the following system of inequalitiesau � Pe2Æ(u) xe � bu for all u 2 V0 � xe � 1 for all e 2 E (2)if and only if it is an harateristi vetor of a general simple mathing of G.5.1. Perfet mathingsLet us �rst onsider the perfet mathing problem. In this ase the system (2) beomesXe2Æ(u) xe = 1 for all u 2 Vx � 0: (3)The harateristi vetor of a perfet mathing of G is an extreme point of the polytope de�nedby (3). However, unless G is bipartite, it has also non integral extreme points. Edmonds (1965b)showed that following system of inequalitiesXe2Æ(U) xe � 1 for all U � V; jU j odd; (4)is satis�ed by the harateristi vetor of a perfet mathing of G. Moreover, he proved that theinequalities (3)�(4) desribe a 0=1 polytope. This means that the perfet mathing problem anbe solved by maximizing a linear funtion over the polytope de�ned by (3)�(4).Padberg & Rao (1982) showed that, given x� 2 RE , the separation problem for the inequal-ities (4) an be solved by �nding a minimum weight odd ut Æ(U) of G with edge weights x�.An odd ut Æ(U) of G is a ut suh that jU j is odd. Padberg and Rao desribed an algorithmthat omputes an odd ut of minimum weight by onstruting a Gomory-Hu tree of the graphG. Their algorithm has polynomial time omplexity. Therefore, by Theorem 3.1, it follows thatmaximum weighted perfet mathings an be omputed in polynomial time.By Theorem 3.3 it follows that one an solve the primal separation problem using a standardseparation algorithm. We now provide a primal separation algorithm whih does not make useof the standard ounterpart and is even oneptually simpler. Therefore we have a simpler prooffor the polynomial time omplexity of the maximum perfet mathing problem than the one in(Padberg & Rao 1982).Let us now onsider the primal separation problem for the inequalities (4). Let M be a perfetmathing of G and x� 2 RE be a point satisfying the inequalities (3). We want to solve theprimal separation problem for the inequalities (4) with respet to the points �x = �M and x�.To do so, we have to �nd a minimum weight odd ut, with respet to the edge weights given byx�, among those that interset M in exatly one edge (see Figure 3). The minimum x�-weightodd ut among those that ontain only the edge fs; tg of M is omputed by �nding a minimumweight (s; t)-ut in the graph Gfs;tg obtained from G by ontrating the end nodes of all edgese 2 M n fs; tg. These edges e 2 M n fs; tg annot belong to the odd ut we are looking for.Suh a ut indues, in the obvious way, an odd ut of G that intersets M only in fs; tg. As theminimum weight (s; t)-ut an be solved with a max-�ow algorithm, primal separation an thusbe solved with jV j=2 max-�ow omputations. The andidates for the edge fs; tg are, one at thetime, all the edges of the mathing M .
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Figure 3: An odd ut triggered by �x. The edges drawn are those of M .Proposition 5.1. The primal separation problem for the perfet mathing polytope of a graphG = (V;E) an be solved with jV j=2 max-�ow omputations.With Theorem 1.1 this yields a very simple proof that the perfet mathing problem an besolved in polynomial time. Notie that we an add edges with very small weight to G to make itomplete without hanging the optimal solution. An initial solution �x is then easily found. Atthis point we would like to stress that our primal separation algorithm does not require runningthe Gomory-Hu algorithm (Gomory & Hu 1961), whose implementation is a quite tedious task,whereas this is required in Padberg and Rao's algorithm.Corollary 5.2. The maximum weighted perfet mathing problem an be solved in polynomialtime.5.2. General mathingsIf we remove the upper bound on the variables in (2), we obtain the systemau � Xe2Æ(u) xe � bu for all u 2 Vxe � 0 for all e 2 E: (5)An integral solution of this system is alled a general mathing of G, or a general perfet b-mathing of G when a = b. Given a vetor of edge weights  2 ZE, the general mathing (perfetb-mathing) problem is to �nd a general mathing (perfet b-mathing) x 2 ZE of maximumweight Tx.Tutte (1954), see also (Gerards 1995), gave a polynomial time redution from the generalsimple mathing problem to the general perfet b-mathing problem. Therefore, from now on, wewill only onsider the latter problem.The system that de�nes a general perfet b-mathing, i.e.,Xe2Æ(u) xe = bu for all u 2 Vxe � 0 for all e 2 E; (6)
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Figure 4: The onneted omponents of J 0 n fs; tg are ontrated into a single node.de�nes a polytope whose extreme points are in general not all integral.A multiset F of edges of a graph G = (V;E) is a olletion of the edges of G ontaining anarbitrary number of opies of eah element of E. The harateristi vetor of a multiset F isthe vetor �F 2 RE where �Fe is the number of times that e is ontained in F . By ÆF (u), whereu 2 V , we denote the multiset of all the elements of F that ontain node u. A multiset of edgesB is alled Eulerian if jÆB(u)j is even for all u 2 V .Let T � V be a subset of the nodes of G with jT j even. A T -join J is a multiset of the edgesof G suh that jÆJ (u)j is odd if u 2 T and even otherwise. A T -join is simple if its harateristivetor has 0=1 omponents and is minimal if does not properly ontain another T -join.A perfet mathing is a V -join of minimal ardinality, while a perfet b-mathing is a T -joinwhere T is the set of nodes u with bu odd that satisfy the additional onstraints given by (6).The T -join polyhedron is the set of points that an be expressed as a onvex ombination ofthe harateristi vetors of a �nite set of T -joins. Edmonds & Johnson (1973) showed that theT -join polyhedron is desribed by the systemPe2Æ(U) xe � 1 for all U � V; jU \ T j odd;xe � 0 e 2 E: (7)The general perfet b-mathing polytope, is de�ned by (6)�(7) with T = fu 2 V j buoddg.Generalizing a result of Edmonds (1965a), Pulleyblank (1973) showed that the general perfetb-mathing polytope is integral.In onlusion, we an solve the primal separation problem for the general perfet b-mathingpolytope as long as we an solve the primal separation problem for the T -join polyhedron.A T -ut is a ut Æ(U) of G with jU \ T j odd. An odd ut is simply a V -ut. The standardseparation problem of the inequalities (7) is solved by omputing a minimum weight T -ut.An algorithm for this task was given by Padberg and Rao. This algorithm is again based onGomory-Hu tree omputation.Let J be a T -join of G and x� 2 RE be a nonnegative point. We want to solve the primalseparation problem for the inequalities (7) with respet to the points �x = �J and x�. To do so,we have to �nd a minimum weight T -ut, with respet to the edge weights given by x�, amongthose that interset J in exatly one edge. The T -join J is the union of a Eulerian multigraph Band of a minimal T -join J 0. Sine the intersetion of eah onneted omponent of B with a uthas even ardinality, we an ontrat all nodes of eah onneted omponent of B into a single



12.node. Reall that these omponents an be deteted with breadth-�rst-searh (Aho, Hoproft &Ullman 1974). The T -join J 0 is simple and does not ontain iruits. Therefore, it is a forest,thus jJ 0j < jV j. For eah edge fs; tg of J 0 we do the following. We ontrat all the nodes of eahonneted omponent of the forest obtained from J 0 by removing the edge fs; tg (see Figure 4).Let G0 be the resulting graph and let s0 and t0 the nodes of G0 into whih s and t have beenontrated, respetively. Finally we �nd the minimum weight (s0; t0)-ut in G0.Suh a ut indues, in the obvious way, a ut Æ(U) of G that intersets J 0 only in fs; tg. Wenow argue that jU \ T j is odd. This follows sinejU \ T j � Xu2U ÆJ 0(u) (mod 2)� 2 jffu; vg 2 J 0 j u; v 2 Ugj+ 1 (mod 2):Primal separation an thus be solved with jJ 0j many max-�ow omputations.Proposition 5.3. Let G = (V;E) be a graph and T � V with jT j even. The primal separationproblem for the T -join polyhedron an be redued to jV j � 1 maximum �ow omputations.If the redution of Tutte (1954) is applied to a general simple mathing problem, then theintersetion of the solution set of the orresponding two systems (6) and (7) is a 0=1 polytope.Together with the equivalene desribed in Setion 4 the above result yields another proof thatoptimal general simple mathings an be omputed in polynomial time. As a onsequene, weobtain the following result that, in ontrast to previous methods, is here obtained without expliitodd-ut algorithms.Corollary 5.4. The maximum weighted general simple mathing problem an be solved in poly-nomial time.If ab = bb = 2, then one has the perfet 2-mathing problem, whose assoiate separationproblem is used to �nd violated 2-mathing and some omb inequalities of the traveling salesmanproblem, see (Padberg & Rinaldi 1990, Padberg & Rinaldi 1991).6. Primal separation for the maximum weight stable set problemA stable set of a graph G = (V;E) is a subset S of V that does not ontain any edge. Given aweight vetor  2 ZV , the maximum weighted stable set problem is to �nd a stable set of G ofmaximum weight Pu2S u.An integral vetor �x 2 RV satis�es the following system of inequalitiesxu + xv � 1 for all fu; vg 2 E;xv � 0 for all v 2 V; (8)if and only if it is the harateristi vetor �S of a stable set S of G. The polytope de�ned by(8) has integral extreme points if and only if G is bipartite.A yle of G is a minimal Eulerian set of at least three edges. A yle is odd if it has an oddnumber of elements. By V (C) we denote the union of the elements of a yle C.The following is the system of the odd yle inequalities:Xv2V (C) xv � �12 jV (C)j� for all odd yles C of G. (9)



13.Suh a system is satis�ed by the inidene vetors of all stable sets of G. Moreover, there areextreme points of the polytope de�ned by (8) that are violated by a yle inequality.Gerards & Shrijver (1986) gave a polynomial time algorithm to solve the separation problemfor the odd yle inequalities. To separate a frational point x� one has to �nd a minimal weightodd yle of G, where the weight of eah edge fu; vg is given by 1� x�u � x�v. For this one �ndsshortest paths in a graph obtained by making two idential opies of G suitably onneted. Suha graph has twie as many nodes and twie as many edges as G.Here, we desribe the primal separation variant of this algorithm. The advantage in this aseis that one does not have to operate on a graph larger than G.Let �x = �S , where S is a stable set of G and let x� satisfy (8). We want to �nd an odd yleC, suh that Xv2V (C) x�v > �12 jV (C)j� and Xv2V (C) �xv = �12 jV (C)j� : (10)Let Z = ffu; vg j �xu = �xv = 0g. The seond ondition of (10) implies that the odd yle wewant to �nd is one that ontains one and only one edge fu; vg 2 Z. De�ne �G = (V;E � Z)and hoose fu; vg 2 Z. Observe that eah path from u to v in �G is an even path, sine it mustbe an alternating sequene of nodes with value 0 and 1 with respet to �x. This means that, in�G + fu; vg, eah yle using the edge fu; vg is an odd yle. To the eah edge fu; vg of �G wegive the weight 1� x�u � x�v as in the Gerards-Shrijver algorithm. Then a violated yle an befound by omputing the shortest path for suh pair of nodes in �G (whih amounts to runningjV j times a shortest path algorithm) and then making a hek for eah edge of Z.In onlusion, we have the following proposition.Proposition 6.1. Let G = (V;E) be a graph, �x be a harateristi vetor of a stable set of Gand let x� 2 RE satisfy (8). The primal separation problem for odd yle inequalities (9) withrespet to �x and x� an be solved with jV j shortest path omputations on a graph �G whih resultsfrom G by deleting edges.Chvátal (1975) introdued the family of t-perfet graphs. An undireted graph G = (V;E) ist-perfet if the the polytope de�ned by (8) and (9) has integral extreme points. Theorem 4.4and Proposition 6.1 provide an alternative simple proof of the following assertion.Corollary 6.2. The maximum weighted stable set problem for t-perfet graphs is solvable inpolynomial time.7. Primal separation for the maximum ut problemGiven a graph G = (V;E) and a vetor of edge weights  2 ZE, the maximum ut problem is to�nd a ut Æ(U) of G with maximum total weight Pe2Æ(U) e.The inidene vetors of all the uts of G satisfy the following system of inequalities:Pe2C�F xe �Pe2F xe � jF j � 1 for all yles C of G and F � C, jF j odd,xe � 1 for all e 2 E;x � 0 for all e 2 E: (11)The �rst set of inequalities in (11) are alled the yle inequalities. Barahona & Mahjoub (1986)gave a polynomial time standard separation algorithm for yle inequalities. Given G = (V;E)



14.and a frational point x� 2 RE with 0 � x� � 1 they form a new graph G� by dupliatingthe graph G and by adding additional edges. The graph G� has twie as many nodes and fourtimes as many edges as G. The standard separation problem is then solved by jV j single-soureshortest path omputations on the graph G�.The maximum ut problem is one of the best suited problems for primal separation. Let B � Ebe a subset of the edges of G. For a vetor x 2 RE , let xB be de�ned asxBe = (�xe if e 2 Bxe otherwise.The swithing mapping is the funtion rB(x) = xB+�B, where �B is the harateristi vetor ofB. The symmetri di�erene of two uts is again a ut. This means that if B is a ut of G, thenthe swithing mapping rB(x) is a bijetion of the harateristi vetors of uts of G. In otherwords, if Put(G) is the ut polytope, i.e., the onvex hull of all the 0/1 solutions of (11), thenone has rB(Put(G)) = Put(G) for any ut B = Æ(U) of G. Let S � RE be a set of points in thespae and let B � E. The inequality aTx � � is valid for S if and only if (aB)Tx � � � aT�Bis valid for rB(S).Moreover, if B is a ut of G and aTx � � de�nes a faet of Put(G), then also (aB)Tx �� � aT�B de�nes a faet of Put(G). As a onsequene, if we know a desription of the utone of G, the onial hull of all the 0/1 solutions of (11), then, by swithing, we an derive adesription of the inequalities de�ning all the faets of Put(G).Let B be a ut of G and x� 2 RE . We want to solve the primal separation problem for the utpolytope with respet to the points �x = �B and x�. Following De Simone & Rinaldi (1994), wesolve the standard separation problem for the ut one of G with respet to the point rB(x�),produing a valid inequality aTx � 0. Then the inequality (aB)Tx � �aT�B is violated by x�and is tight at �x.Thus primal separation for the ut polytope is equivalent to standard separation restrited tothe homogeneous inequalities or, equivalently, to standard separation for the ut one.7.1. Primal separation for yle inequalitiesPrimal separation an also be solved with jV j single soure shortest paths omputations. Butin ontrast to the known standard separation algorithm, one an again operate on the originalgraph. The yle inequalities, as de�ned in (11), are losed under the swithing operation.Therefore, primal separation amounts to restriting standard separation to homogeneous yleinequalities, whih are those whose orresponding odd set F is a singleton set F = ffg. Thepoint x� violates suh a yle inequality if and only ifXe2Cnffg x�e < x�f : (12)This means that there exists a violated homogeneous yle inequality if and only if there existsan edge f = fu; vg 2 E suh that the length of a shortest path between u and v in G with edgeweights x� is stritly less than x�fu;vg. It is therefore enough to solve the all pairs shortest pathproblem for G with edge weights x� and to ompare the shortest path length between u andv with the value x�fu;vg. Remember that the all pairs shortest path problem on a graph withnonnegative edge weights an be solved with jV j single-soure shortest path omputations, seee.g., (Ahuja, Magnanti & Orlin 1993).



15.Proposition 7.1. Let G = (V;E) be a graph, �x be the harateristi vetor of a ut of G andlet x� 2 RE with 0 � x� � 1. The primal separation problem for the odd yle inequalities (11)with respet to x� and �x an be solved with jV j single-soure shortest path omputations on G.Barahona & Mahjoub (1986) showed that the polytope de�ned by (11) has integral extremepoints if and only if G is not ontatible to K5, i.e., if it annot be redued to a ompletegraph with 5 nodes with a series ontations of the end nodes of its edges. Theorem 4.4 andProposition 7.1 provide an alternative proof of the following assertion.Corollary 7.2. The maximum ut problem for graphs not ontratible to K5 is solvable in poly-nomial time.There are not many other valid inequalities for the ut polytope for whih standard polynomialtime separation algorithms are known. Gerards (1985) gave a polynomial time standard separa-tion algorithm for the biyle wheel inequalities that de�ne faets of Put(G). These inequalitiesare not homogeneous and, unfortunately, are not losed under the swithing operation. ThusGerards' algorithm annot be used diretly for primal separation. A variation of this algorithmfor the homogeneous inequalities obtained from the biyle wheel inequalities by swithing on apartiular ut an be found in (Deza & Laurent 1997, p. 481�482).8. Primal separation for the maximum bipartite subgraph problemThe maximum bipartite subgraph problem is: Given a graph G = (V;E) and edge weights  2 ZE,�nd a subset B � E suh that GB = (V;B) is bipartite and suh that �e2Be is maximal.Reall that a graph is bipartite if and only if it does not ontain odd yles. Therefore theharateristi vetors of the bipartite subgraphs of G are the 0/1 points satisfying the followingset of inequalities Pe2C xe � jCj � 1 for all odd yles C;xe � 0 for all e 2 E;xe � 1 for all e 2 E: (13)In general, the polytope de�ned by the system (13) has nonintegral extreme points. The graphsfor whih the polytope de�ned by the system (13) is a 0/1 polytope are alled weakly bipartite.Planar graphs for example are weakly bipartite. Grötshel & Pulleyblank (1981/82) presented apolynomial time standard separation algorithm for the inequalities (13), thus showing that themaximum bipartite subgraph problem for weakly bipartite graphs an be solved in polynomialtime. Their algorithm is based on mathing. To separate the inequalities (13) one an also use aspeialized version the above mentioned proedure for yle inequalities for the max-ut problemby Barahona & Mahjoub (1986). In this ase this algorithm requires jV j single-soure shortestpath omputations on a graph G� with twie as many nodes and edges than G.8.1. Primal separation for odd yle inequalitiesLet �x 2 f0; 1gE be a harateristi vetor of a bipartite subgraph GB = (V;B) of G and letx� 2 RE with 0 � x� � 1. An odd yle inequality (13) is tight at �x if and only if the edges ofthe orresponding odd yle C that belong to B form a path P of length jCj � 1. Let f = fu; vgbe the edge in C n B. Reall that V an be partitioned into two subset U and W whih are



16.stable in GB . Notie now that both end nodes of f are either in U or W . The point x� violatesthe odd yle inequality if and only if Xe2P(1� x�e) < x�f : (14)This means that the shortest path between u and v in the bipartite graph GB weighted with 1�x�is less that x�fu;vg. We an thus solve the primal separation problem with an all pairs shortestpath algorithm on GB with edge weights 1 � x� and by omparing, for eah edge f = fu; vghaving both end nodes either in U or in W , the distane between u and v in GB with x�f .Proposition 8.1. Let G = (V;E) be a graph, �x 2 f0; 1gE the harateristi vetor of a abipartite subgraph GB = (V;B) of G and x� 2 RE with 0 � x� � 1. The primal separationproblem of the odd yle inequalities (13) with respet to �x and x� an be solved with jV j single-soure shortest path omputations in GB with edge weights 1� x�.With Theorem 1.1 we have thus another proof of the following assertion.Corollary 8.2. The maximum bipartite subgraph problem for weakly bipartite graphs an besolved in polynomial time.
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